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Outline

• Bottom-Up Approach

• Breaking Conformal Invariance in 

AdS/CFT 

• Implementing asymptotic freedom and

confinement

• Checking the equation of state of the

plasma

• The dilemma



Short History of String Theory

and QCD (after R.C. Brower)



Our approach

• Breakpoint: Malcacena‘s conjecture about the

exact equivalence of 10-dimensional superstring

theory AdS5xS5 and the conformal N=4 SUSY 

Yang Mills Theory

• But for QCD we do not need supersymmetry, at

least not yet- and we do not want a conformal

theory

• Therefore we discuss type 0 string theory in 5 

dim AdS space without supersymmetry



How can the fifth dimension

enter
• Polyakov has proposed already long time ago, 

that the dilaton coupling maps out a fifth

dimension related to energy resolution.

• The dilaton breaks the conformality and is

related to the running coupling of QCD.

• In fact, averaging of gluon link variables in large 

Nc gives matrices which are a product

HxSU(N)xU(1). 

• The eigenvalues of these hermitian matrices H 

may be the origin of the fifth dimension (c.f

Arodz and Pirner)



Scale Invariance and

Confinement



Model of Confinement with

running coupling



Calculation in the string frame

Giessen 12.11.04 Deep inelastic lepton nucleus 

scattering and hadronization
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Good Heavy Quark Potential

But for running coupling, the resulting beta-function is not good



Dual 5-dim Gravity model based

on the running of α



Potential and Running α



Dilaton potential and warp h(z)



Black hole thermodynamics in 4 

dimensions



Thermodynamics in 5-dim AdS



Solve 5-dim Einstein Equations



Running α and temperature



Small finite T - effects
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The finite temperature metric

deviates slightly in the IR

The coupling sees the finite

Temperature in the IR



Two ways to calculate free

energy



Method I (Beckenstein)



Method II (Page-Hawking)



Spatial string tension at finite T:

Vacuum



Polyakov Loop



Additional results:
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Speed of sound
Dependence of critical temperature

on the number of flavours



Pressure is underestimated, if

G5 is fitted to Stefan Boltzmann 

limit

In Ads
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Fit G5 to latent heat at critical

temperature

Not

Normalized

To

Stefan

Boltzman

pressure



The dilemma
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One can fit the pressure by choosing a beta function which goes

very quickly from perturbative behaviour to nonperturbative behaviour,

Scheme dependence allows for a large coefficient in fourth order,

But then one does not know how to relate the coupling to the

coupling known experimentally in the MS or Mom scheme.



Choose other extrapolation of

beta-function



Quick transition from pt to non 

pt helps:



No connection to α in MS-

scheme
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Conclusions:

• 5-d gravity action with dilaton potential can
well describe heavy quark potential and
running coupling and glueballs

• With the same dilaton potential difficult to
get correct thermodynamics both at critical
temperature and at asymptotic
temperatures

• Only a very swift transition from
perturbative two loop running to a npt
running can fit the pressure ( Unknown α
in MS scheme)


